We give a uniform short proof of the fact that the intersection of every non-central conjugacy class in a Chevalley group and a big Gauss cell is non-empty and that this intersection contains elements with any prescribed semisimple part. The interest in this property stems at least in part from its relation to Ore's and Thompson's conjectures in the theory of nite groups.
The main ingredient ( and the most di cult part ) of the proof of Conjecture 2 for groups of Lie type in EG2] is the so-called Gauss decomposition with a prescribed semisimple part ( see EG1] ). To formulate it, recall rst that any such group G is a group with a BN-pair. Denote by B ? the opposite subgroup. It follows then from the Bruhat decomposition that G = B ? NB. We will call this decomposition the Gauss decomposition and the cell B ? The original proof of the Gauss decomposition with a prescribed semisimple part is too long and consists of case-by-case considerations. The purpose of the present work is to give a more or less uniform and short proof of it for all Chevalley groups over arbitrary elds and for all twisted forms of Chevalley groups over nite elds.
In the rst part of the paper we carry out a reduction to the case of groups of rank at most 2. The main idea of the reduction is due to the rst author and it appeared during our joint discussions of the results of EG1] and EG2].
In the second part we deal with groups of rank 1 and 2. This is the most lengthy part of our argument. In x 5 and x 6 we present two di erent proofs for groups of rank 2. The rst one is uniform, but it works only for groups over elds with more than 4 elements. For the sake of expository completeness we include the second proof which is based on case-by-case considerations and allows to include all groups over elds with 3 or 4 elements. ( see C2] ). In this paper we will only consider the cases when F is a product of a graph automorphism and a Frobenius eld automorphism . The subgroup G(K) F G(K) of xed points is a nite twisted Chevalley group which has its own root system and its own system of simple roots corresponding respectively to the h i-orbits in and . Recall that the sets and the Weyl group W are -stable and all subgroups of G de ned above are also F-stable.
Further we will deal only with K-points of the groups G; T; N; B ; U and their subgroups of F-xed elements. So for simplicity instead of
we will write G; N; B ; U ; G F ; N F ; (B ) F ; (U ) F :
When there is no danger of confusion we will often omit the symbol F in G F ; N F ; (B ) We are now ready to reduce the case of an arbitrary group G in the statement of our main theorem to the case of groups of rank at most 2. Assume that r = rank G > 2 and that for all groups of rank 2 the statement holds.
Let G 1 ; G 2 G be the subgroups of G generated by h U 1 ; : : : ; U r?1 i and h U 2 ; : : : ; U r i respectively. Proposition 3.3 shows that any f 2 ? up to conjugation is of the form f = v s t u; Then e 1 is the natural representation, and it has four weights " 1 ; " 2 ; ?" 2 ; ?" 1 .
If y 2 U F , then y = x 2" 2 (l) x " 1 ?" 2 (l )x 2" 1 (q) x " 1 +" 2 (l 1+ + q ); where l; q 2 K ( see St], x11, Lemma 63 ). Put l = 0. Then the (1; 4)-entry of e 1 (y) is q. Therefore, we can put q = a=d 4 . Case = G 2 : Pick the second fundamental weight ! 2 . Then e 2 is the adjoint representation, hence the vector space V coincides with the Lie algebra g of G. Denote the element of the Chevalley basis of g corresponding to the root 2 by e .
As above we will also use the following notation: = f 1 ; 2 g; = f g. 
Now (8), (9) show that the (1; 14)-entries of the matrices e 2 (y(l)) and e 2 (h (l) y 0 h (l ?1 )) are ?l 2 and l 2 respectively. So it remains to observe that Y 2 + nf g U are invariant under conjugation by elements from G , the statement follows from the fact that the Gauss decomposition has been already proved for groups of rank 1. 2
Let us come back to the proof of the proposition. We claim rst that up to conjugation one can assume that the -component of v or u in the decomposition (10) is non-trivial. Assume the contrary. Then by Proposition 3.3 the -component of u or v is non-trivial. Applying Lemma 5.2 we get that C 0 contains an element f 0 with the semisimple part of the form t h (z). By the condition i) we can pick the parameter z such that s t h (z) does not commute with some u 2 U . It follows then that the element u f 0 u ?1 is as required.
Thus without loss of generality we may assume that our element f is of the form (10) and the -component of v or u is non-trivial. Let t = h (t 0 ) h (t 0 ); h = h (t ) h (t ): By ii), there is a parameter t 0 such that the elements s h (t 0 ) h (t 0 ) and s h (t 0 ) h (t ) are non-central in h s h (t 0 ); G i and h s h (t ); G i respectively. It follows then that applying Lemma 5.2 three times we can rst pass from the element f to an element with the semisimple part s h (t 0 ) h (t 0 ), then to that of s h (t 0 ) h (t ) and nally to s h (t ) h (t ). The proposition is proved. 2 Corollary 5.3 Theorem 2.1 holds for all groups of rank 2 except possibly the following cases:
A 2 (q); B 2 (q); 2 A 3 (q 2 ); 2 A 4 (q 2 ); q = 3; G 2 (q); 3 D 4 (q 3 ); q = 3; 4; Proof. If the basic eld K consists of two elements, there is nothing to prove since Proposition 3.3 shows that up to conjugation any element f 2 G lies in the big Gauss cell. In the remaining cases ( except the above mentioned ) it is a routine matter to verify the conditions i), ii) in Proposition 5.1. Let us verify these conditions, for example, for type 2 F 4 (q 2 ), where q 2 6 = 2. Let = f 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 g be the basis of the root system of type F 4 . Then there are two h i-orbits in : f 1 ; 4 g and f 2 ; 3 g ( see St] , C2] ). Let ( resp. ) be the root in corresponding to f 2 ; 3 g ( resp. f 1 ; 4 g ).
Consider the following elements in G F : h (t) = h 2 (t) h 3 (t ); h (t) = h 1 (t) h 4 (t ): Clearly, we have h (t) x 1 (u) h (t) ?1 = x 1 (t ?1 u) h (t) x 2 (u) h (t) ?1 = x 2 (t ?1 u); ( (h (t) ); (h (t)) ) is injective, hence ii) follows, since by assumption jK ? j > 2. 2 6 Groups of rank 2 : crystallographic cases
We keep the notation of the previous section. In particular, G denotes either a Chevalley group over an arbitrary eld or a twisted Chevalley group over a nite eld of rank 2. Let = f 1 ; 2 g. We begin with two observations which allow to restrict ourselves with consideration of elements of a very speci c form.
Lemma 6.1 Let 2 . Then for every non-central element f = s g there exists a root 2 + ; 6 = ; such that up to conjugation f is of the form f = w s t g u; where t 2 H; g 2 G ; u 2 U and the -component of u is trivial. Proof. Let W = f1; w g and let P = B W B be the corresponding parabolic subgroup. Recall that the decomposition of the Weyl group into the double cosets W = w i W w i W gives the decomposition G = w i P w i P :
Since f is non-central we may assume that g 6 2 P . Then the decomposition (11) shows that up to conjugation f can be written in the form f = w i s t p , where p 2 P ; t 2 H and w i 6 = 1.
The result will follow if we show that representatives of the double cosets can be chosen among re ections. To this end, recall that G is a group of rank 2, hence every element from the Weyl group W is either a re ection or a rotation. If w i is a rotation, then the element w i w is clearly a re ection and it is a representative of the same coset W w i W , as required. 2 Lemma 6.2 Let f = w s t g u be as in Lemma 6. Cases 2 A 3 ; 2 A 4 : The root system has type B 2 = C 2 . Let = 1 be the short root. We have then three double cosets P 1 ; P 1 w 2 P 1 ; P 1 w 1 + 2 P 1 :
One can check that all the arguments from the previous cases can be carried over to our situation provided we have the following statement. 
